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Abstract

Modern hypervisor designs for both ARM and x86 virtualization rely on running an operating system kernel, the hypervisor OS kernel, to support hypervisor functionality. While x86 hypervisors effectively leverage architectural support to run the kernel, existing ARM hypervisors map poorly to the virtualization features of the ARM architecture, resulting in worse performance. We identify the key reason for this problem is the need to multiplex kernel mode state between the hypervisor and virtual machines, which each run their own kernel. To address this problem, we take a fundamentally different approach to hypervisor design that runs the hypervisor together with its OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from kernel mode. Using this approach, we redesign KVM/ARM to leverage a separate ARM CPU mode for running both the hypervisor and its OS kernel. We show what changes are required in Linux to implement this on current ARM hardware as well as how newer ARM architectural support can be used to support this approach without any changes to Linux other than to KVM/ARM itself. We show that our redesign and optimizations can result in an order of magnitude performance improvement for KVM/ARM, and can provide faster performance than x86 on key hypervisor operations. As a result, many aspects of our design have been successfully merged into mainline Linux.

1 Introduction

Given their customizability and power efficiency, ARM CPUs have become an attractive option across a wide range of computer systems, from their dominance in mobile and embedded systems to their increasing popularity in server systems. Recognizing that virtualization is a key technology for the successful deployment of ARM hardware, modern ARM CPUs include hardware support for virtualization, the Virtualization Extensions (VE). Popular ARM hypervisors, including KVM [14] and Xen [30], utilize VE to run unmodified commodity operating systems (OSes) and applications across a wide range of deployment scenarios for virtualization, from enterprise servers to locomotive computer systems [5]. Despite these successes, we have shown that ARM virtualization costs remain too high for important deployment scenarios, including network-intensive workloads such as network functions virtualization (NFV) [14, 12].

Hypervisor designs for ARM and x86 virtualization rely on running a full OS kernel to support the hypervisor functionality. This is true for both Type 1 hypervisors which run an isolated hypervisor runtime and Type 2 hypervisors which integrate with a host OS [17]. KVM, a Type 2 hypervisor, is integrated with the Linux kernel and leverages the Linux kernel for common OS functionality such as scheduling, memory management, and hardware support. Similarly, Xen, a Type 1 hypervisor, runs a full copy of Linux in a special privileged Virtual Machine (VM) called Dom0 to leverage existing Linux drivers to provide I/O for other VMs. These hypervisor OS kernels which support the hypervisor run in the CPU’s kernel mode just like OS kernels run when not using virtualization. Modern hypervisors use hardware support for virtualization, avoiding the need to deprivilege the guest OS kernel in a VM to run in user mode [8]. As each VM runs a guest OS kernel in addition to the hypervisor OS kernel, and both kernels run in the same kernel mode, the shared hardware state belonging to kernel mode is multiplexed among the OS kernels. When a VM is running on the CPU, the VM’s guest OS kernel is using the CPU’s kernel mode, but when it becomes necessary to run the hypervisor, for example to perform I/O on behalf of the VM, the hypervisor OS kernel takes over using the CPU’s kernel mode.

Transitioning from the guest OS kernel to the hypervisor OS kernel involves saving the guest kernel’s state and restoring the hypervisor kernel’s state, and vice versa. This save and restore operation is necessary because both the guest and hypervisor OS kernels use the same hardware state such as registers and configuration settings, but in different contexts. On x86, these transitions happen using operations architecturally defined as part of the Intel Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX). These hardware operations save and
restore the entire kernel mode register state, typically as a result of executing a single instruction. Unlike x86, ARM does not provide a hardware mechanism to save and restore kernel mode state, but instead relies on software performing these operations on each register, which results in much higher overhead. The cost of transitioning from a VM to the hypervisor can be many times worse on ARM than x86[12].

To address this problem, we present a new hypervisor design and implementation that takes advantage of unique features of the ARM architectural support for virtualization in the context of Type 2 hypervisors. We take a fundamentally different approach that runs the hypervisor together with its OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from kernel mode. ARM VE provides an extra hypervisor CPU mode, EL2, designed to run standalone hypervisors. EL2 is a separate mode from the EL1 kernel mode, and the architecture allows switching from EL1 to EL2 without saving or restoring any EL1 register state. In this design, the hypervisor and its OS kernel no longer run in EL1, but EL1 is reserved exclusively to be used by VMs. This means that the kernel mode hardware state no longer has to be multiplexed between the hypervisor OS kernel and a VM’s guest OS kernel, and transitioning between the two does not require saving and restoring any kernel mode state. This new design, using separate hardware state for VMs and the hypervisor OS kernel can significantly improve hypervisor performance.

Our new hypervisor design benefits from the Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE) introduced in ARMv8.1. With VHE, our design does not require any changes to existing hypervisor OS kernels. Without VHE, our design requires modifications to the hypervisor OS kernel so it can run in EL2 instead of EL1. Although Type 1 hypervisors also suffer from poor performance due to slow transitions between the hypervisor OS kernel and guest OS kernels, our design is not easily applicable to Type 1 hypervisors. We focus on improving the performance of Type 2 hypervisors on ARM given their widespread popularity, which is at least in part due to their benefits over Type 1 hypervisors on ARM. ARM hardware does not have the same legacy and standards as x86, so Type 1 hypervisors have to be manually ported to every hardware platform they support. Type 2 hypervisors leverage their host OS and are automatically supported on all hardware platforms supported by their host OS.

Running the hypervisor and its OS kernel in a separate CPU mode with its own hardware state allows a number of improvements to the hypervisor implementation. First, transitioning from the VM to the hypervisor no longer requires saving and restoring the kernel mode register state. Second, the hypervisor OS kernel can program hardware state used by the VM directly when needed, avoiding extra copying to and from intermediate data structures. Third, the hypervisor and its OS kernel no longer need to operate across different CPU modes with separate address spaces which requires separate data structures and duplicated code. Instead, the hypervisor can directly leverage existing OS kernel functionality while at the same time configure ARM hardware virtualization features, leading to reduced code complexity and improved performance.

We have implemented our approach by redesigning KVM/ARM and demonstrated that it is effective at providing significant performance benefits with reduced implementation complexity. A number of our changes have been merged into mainline Linux over the course of Linux kernel versions v4.5 through v4.8, with additional changes scheduled to be applied in upcoming kernel versions. We show that our redesign and optimizations can result in an order of magnitude performance improvement for KVM/ARM in microbenchmarks, and can reduce virtualization overhead by more than 50% for real application workloads. We show that both hardware and software need to work together to provide the optimal performance. We also show that our optimized KVM/ARM provides significant performance gains compared to x86, indicating that our hypervisor design combined with the required architectural support for virtualization provides a superior approach to x86 hardware virtualization.

2 Background

We first provide a brief overview of current state-of-the-art Type 2 hypervisor designs on both x86 and ARM and discuss how they must multiplex kernel mode to run both their VM and hypervisor OS kernels using hardware virtualization support. For architectural support for virtualization on x86, we focus on Intel VMX, though AMD-V is similar for the purposes of this discussion.

2.1 Intel VMX

The Intel Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX) [21], support running VMs through the addition of a new feature, VMX operations. When VMX is enabled, the CPU can be in one of two VMX operations, VMX root or VMX non-root operation. Root operation allows full control of the hardware and is for running the hypervisor. Non-root operation is restricted to operate only on virtual hardware and is for running VMs. VMX provides memory virtualization through Extended Page Tables (EPT) which limits the memory the VM can access in VMX non-root. Both VMX root and non-root operation have the same full set of CPU modes available to them, including both user and kernel mode, but certain sensitive instructions executed in non-root operation cause a transition to root operation to allow the hypervisor to maintain complete control of the system. The hypervisor OS kernel runs in root operation and a VM’s guest OS kernel runs in non-root operation, but both run in the same CPU mode. Since the hypervisor and the VM have separate execution contexts in form of register state and configuration state, all of this state must be multiplexed between root and non-root operation.
VMX supports this multiplexing in hardware by defining two VMX transitions, VM Entry and VM Exit. VM Entry transitions from root to non-root operation which happens when the hypervisor decides to run a VM by executing a specific instruction. VM Exit transitions from non-root to root operation which transfers control back to the hypervisor on certain events such as hardware interrupts or when the VM attempts to perform I/O or access sensitive state. The transitions are managed by hardware using an in-memory data structure called the Virtual-Machine Control Structure (VMCS). VMX root and non-root operation do not have separate CPU hardware modes, but VMX instead multiplexes the modes between the hypervisor and VM by saving and restoring CPU state to memory using hardware VMX transitions.

2.2 ARM VE

ARM took a very different approach than x86 in adding hardware virtualization support. Instead of introducing an orthogonal feature to distinguish between the hypervisor and VM operation, ARM extended the existing CPU mode hierarchy, originally just EL0 user mode and EL1 kernel mode, by adding a separate more privileged mode called EL2 to run the hypervisor. Although ARM refers to EL0, EL1, and EL2 as exception levels, we refer to them here as CPU modes to simplify the discussion. EL2 cannot be used to run existing unmodified OS kernels for a number of reasons. For example, EL2 has its own set of control registers and has a limited and separate address space compared to EL1, so it is not compatible with EL1. Furthermore, EL2 does not easily support running userspace applications in EL0 which expect to interact with a kernel running in EL1 instead of EL2.

Therefore, both the hypervisor and VM OS kernels must run in EL1, and this mode must be multiplexed between the two execution contexts. On ARM, this can be done by software running in EL2. EL2 is a strictly more privileged mode than user and kernel modes, EL0 and EL1, respectively, and EL2 has its own execution context defined by register and control state, and can therefore completely switch the execution context of both EL0 and EL1 in software, similar to how the kernel in EL1 context switches between multiple userspace processes running in EL0.

When both the hypervisor and VM OS kernels run at the same privilege level on ARM without an equivalent feature to x86 VMX operations, an obvious question is how to differentiate between the roles of the hypervisor and the VM kernel. The hypervisor kernel should be in full control of the underlying physical hardware, while the VM kernel should be limited to the control of virtual hardware resources. This can be accomplished by using ARM VE which allows fine grained control of the capabilities of EL1. Software running in EL2 can enable certain sensitive instructions and events executed in EL0 or EL1 to trap to EL2. For example, similar to x86 EPT, ARM VE provides memory virtualization by adding an additional stage of address translation, the stage 2 translations. Stage 2 translations are controlled from EL2 and only affect software executing in EL1 and EL0. Hypervisor software running in EL2 can therefore completely disable the stage 2 translations when running the hypervisor OS kernel, giving it full access to all physical memory on the system, and conversely enable stage 2 translations when running VM kernels to limit VMs to manage memory allocated to them.

ARM VE supports the multiplexing of EL1 analogously to how EL0 is multiplexed between processes using EL1. Because EL2 is a separate and strictly more privileged mode than EL1, hypervisor software in EL2 can multiplex the entire EL1 state by saving and restoring each register and configuration state, one by one, to and from memory. In line with the RISC design of ARM, and in contrast to the CISC design of x86, ARM does not provide any hardware mechanism to multiplex EL1 between the hypervisor and VM kernels, but instead relies on existing simpler mechanisms in the architecture. For example, if a VM kernel tries to halt the physical processor, because this is a sensitive instruction and the VM is not allowed to control the physical CPU resource, this instruction will cause a trap to the more privileged EL2 mode, which can then reuse existing instructions to save and restore state and switch the EL1 execution context to the hypervisor kernel context, configure EL1 to have full access to the hardware, and return to EL1 to run the hypervisor OS kernel.

2.3 KVM

Figure 1 compares how the KVM hypervisor runs using x86 VMX versus ARM VE. We refer to the hypervisor OS kernel as the host OS kernel, the more commonly used term with KVM, and applications interfacing directly with the OS, and running outside of a VM, as host user space. Figure 1(a) shows how KVM x86 works. The hypervisor and host OS run in root operation, with the host user space running in the least privileged CPU mode level 3, and the host kernel running in the privileged CPU mode, level 0, similar to running on a native system. All of the VM runs in non-root operation and the VM user space and kernel also run in level 3 and level 0, respectively. Transitions between root and non-root mode are done in hardware using the atomic VMX transitions, VM Entry and VM Exit.

Figure 1(b) shows how KVM/ARM works. Since the host OS kernel cannot run in EL2, but EL2 is needed to enable the virtualization features and to multiplex EL1, KVM/ARM uses split-mode virtualization [14] to support both the host OS kernel running in EL1 and at the same time run software in EL2 to manage the virtualization features and multiplex EL1. Most of the hypervisor functionality runs in EL1 with full access to the hardware as part of the host OS kernel, and a small layer, the lowvisor, runs in EL2.

When KVM x86 runs a VM, it issues a single instruction to perform the VM Entry. The VM Entry operation saves the
hypervisor execution context of the processor to the VMCS and restores the VM execution context from the VMCS. On a VM Exit, x86 VMX performs the reverse operation and returns to the hypervisor. Since ARM does not have a single hardware mechanism to save and restore the entire state of the CPU, KVM/ARM issues a hypercall to trap to the lowvisor in EL2, which saves and restores all the registers and configuration state of the CPU, one by one, using a software defined structure in memory. After changing the EL0 and EL1 execution context to the VM, the lowvisor performs an exception return (eret) to the VM. When the VM traps to EL2, the lowvisor again saves and restores the entire state of the CPU and switches the execution context of EL0 and EL1 back to the hypervisor. As we shall see in Section 5.1, while the x86 VMX transitions are very complicated hardware operations, and the traps on ARM from EL1 to EL2 are cheap, multiplexing the kernel mode between two contexts ends up being much more expensive on ARM as a result of having to save and restore the entire CPU state in software.

3 Hypervisor OS Kernel Support

Running the hypervisor OS kernel in the same CPU mode as the VM kernels invariably results in multiplexing the kernel CPU mode, either in hardware or software, which adds overhead from the need to save and restore state. If instead a dedicated separate CPU mode were available to run the hypervisor OS kernel, this would avoid the need to multiplex a single mode and allow the hardware to simply trap from the VM to the hypvisor OS kernel to manage the underlying hardware and service the VM. Being able to transition back and forth between the full hypervisor functionality and the VM quickly without repeatedly saving and restoring the entire CPU state can reduce latency and improve virtualization performance.

Running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate mode requires support from both hardware and software. The hardware must obviously be designed with a separate mode in addition to the mode used to run the VM kernel and VM user space. The hardware for the separate mode must support running full OS kernels that interact with user space applications. Furthermore, the hypervisor software must be designed to take advantage of running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode. As explained in Section 2, x86 does not meet these requirements because it does not have a separate CPU mode for the hypervisor OS kernel, ARM at least provides a separate CPU mode, EL2, but it was not designed for running hypervisor OS kernels. We show how this limitation can be overcome.

Figure 1(c) shows how KVM/ARM can be re-designed to run both the hypervisor (KVM) and its hypervisor OS kernel (Linux) together in EL2. This design is superior to previous ARM hypervisor designs including existing KVM/ARM and Xen on ARM, because it allows for very fast transitions between the VM and the hypervisor, including when running the hypervisor OS kernel, because there is no need to repeatedly save and restore the entire CPU state when transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor OS kernel. Furthermore, because the hypervisor is integrated with its hypervisor OS kernel, it can directly manage the underlying hardware using existing functionality such as device drivers in the hypervisor OS kernel without having to run special privileged VMs as is the case on Xen [12].

However, running an existing OS kernel in EL2 requires modifying the hardware or OS kernel, because EL2 was designed only to run hypervisors and lacks key features available in EL1, ARM’s kernel mode, used to support OS kernels. First, EL2 uses a separate set of control registers accessed using different instructions than the EL1 control registers, causing incompatibilities with a kernel written to run in EL1. Second, EL2 lacks support for host user space, which is needed to run applications such as QEMU, which provides device emulation. Running host user space applications in EL0 in conjunction with software running in EL2 without using EL1, as shown in Figure 1(c), requires handling exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2, for example to handle system calls, hardware interrupts, and page faults.
EL2 provides a Trap General Exceptions (TGE) bit to configure the CPU to route all exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2, but setting this bit also disables the use of virtual memory in EL0, which is problematic for real applications. Finally, EL2 uses a different page table format and only supports a single virtual address range, causing problems for a kernel written to use EL1’s page table format and EL1’s support for two separate virtual address space ranges.

3.1 Virtualization Host Extensions

To run existing hypervisor OS kernels in EL2 with almost no modifications, ARM introduced the Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE) in ARMv8.1. VHE is an architectural hardware modification that provides improved support for Type 2 hypervisors on ARM. It provides three key features.

First, VHE introduces additional EL2 registers to provide the same functionality available in EL1 to software running in EL2. VHE adds new virtual memory configuration registers, a new context ID register used for debugging, and a number of new registers to support a new timer. With these new registers in place, there is a corresponding EL2 system register for each EL1 system register. VHE then transparently changes the operation of instructions that normally access EL1 system registers to access EL2 registers instead when they run in EL2. By transparently changing the operation of the instructions, existing unmodified OSes written to issue EL1 system register instructions will instead access EL2 system registers when run in EL2. VHE also changes the bit layout of some EL2 system registers to share the same layout and semantics as their EL1 counterparts.

Second, VHE supports running host user space applications that use virtual memory in EL0 and interact directly with a kernel running in EL2. VHE introduces new functionality so that the EL0 virtual memory configuration can be managed by either EL1 or EL2, depending on a run time configuration setting, which allows EL2 to route exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2 and at the same time support virtual memory in EL0. VHE extends the functionality of the TGE bit such that when enabled and exceptions from EL0 are routed to EL2, virtual memory support is enabled in EL0 and controlled using EL2 page table registers. A Type 2 hypervisor will typically configure EL0 to use the EL2 system registers when running the hypervisor, and configure EL0 to use the EL1 system registers when running the VM.

Third, VHE changes the page table format of EL2 to use the same format as used in EL1, which avoids the need to change an existing OS kernel’s page table management code to support different formats. VHE also adds support to EL2 for an additional separate virtual address space which can be used to provide the same split between kernel and user space addresses commonly used by existing ARM OSes in EL1 and EL0.

Using VHE to run Linux as the hypervisor OS kernel in conjunction with KVM requires very little effort. The early boot code in Linux simply sets a single bit in a register to enable VHE, and the kernel itself runs without further modification in EL2.

While the hypervisor OS kernel can run largely unmodified in EL2, the hypervisor itself must be modified to run with VHE. In particular, because EL1 system register access instructions are changed to access EL2 registers instead, the hypervisor needs an alternative mechanism to access the real EL1 registers, for example to prepare a VM’s execution context. For this purpose, VHE adds new instructions, the _EL12 instructions, which access EL1 registers when running in EL2 with VHE enabled. The hypervisor must be modified to replace all EL1 access instructions that should continue to access EL1 registers with the new _EL12 access instructions when using VHE, and use the original EL1 access instructions when running without VHE.

3.2 el2Linux

Unfortunately, VHE hardware is not yet publicly available and remains an optional extension to the ARM architecture. As an alternative, we introduce el2Linux [11], a lightly modified version of Linux that runs in EL2 on non-VHE hardware. el2Linux brings the benefits of running Linux as the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode to existing hardware alongside the KVM hypervisor. It involves three main kernel modifications to Linux.

First, to control its own CPU mode, Linux must access EL2 register state when running in EL2, and we modify the Linux kernel source code as needed to access EL2 system registers instead of EL1 registers. This can be done using either build time conditionals or at runtime using instruction patching to avoid overhead from introducing additional conditional code paths in the kernel.

Second, to support host user space applications such as QEMU in EL0 interacting with a kernel running in EL2, we install a tiny runtime in EL1, which includes an exception vector to forward exceptions to EL2 by issuing a hypecall instruction. The result is that exceptions from EL0 are forwarded to EL2 via EL1. However, this introduces two sources of additional overhead for applications running outside of a VM. One is a small overhead from going through EL1 to EL2 when handling an exception in EL0. The other is a larger overhead due to the need to multiplex EL1 between the EL1 runtime and a VM’s guest OS kernel. While saving and restoring the EL1 state is expensive, it is only necessary when running host user space applications, not on each transition between a VM and the hypervisor. For the KVM hypervisor, returning to host user space is already an expensive transition on both ARM and x86. As a result, KVM is heavily optimized to avoid returning to host user space. Measurements presented in Section 5 indicate this overhead is negligible in practice.
Third, to support virtual memory for host user space applications in EL0 and the kernel running in EL2 while preserving normal Linux virtual memory management semantics, we make two Linux modifications. One provides a way to bridge the differences between the different page table formats of EL0 and EL2, and the other uses the single EL2 page table to mimic the behavior using two EL0/EL1 page tables.

Bridging the differences between different page table formats of EL0 and EL2 is important because Linux memory management is designed around the assumption that the same page tables are used from both user and kernel mode, with potentially different access permissions between the two modes. This allows Linux to maintain a consistent per-process view of virtual memory from both the kernel and user space. Violating this assumption would require invasive and complex changes to the Linux kernel. EL2/Linux takes advantage of the fact the differences between EL0/EL1 and EL2 page table formats are relatively small and can be bridged to use the same page tables for both EL0 and EL2 by slightly relaxing a security feature and accepting a higher TLB invalidation frequency on some workloads.

EL2/Linux relaxes a security feature because the EL2 page table format only has a single non-execute bit which must be shared by EL0 and EL2 to use the same page tables for both EL0 and EL2. When setting this bit on a page table entry which is used in both EL2 and EL0, the page is not executable by the kernel or user space, and when clearing this bit, the page is executable by both. Since kernel pages containing code must be executable by the kernel, the single non-execute bit means they end up executable by both user space and the kernel. This problem does not exist for EL1 page tables because they support two bits to control if a page is executable or non-executable, one for EL0 and one for EL1. We emphasize that while this is a slight relaxation of a security feature, it is not a direct security exploit. All kernel pages can still not be read or written from user space, but only executed, and can still only be executed with user privileges. This security relaxation may work against the purpose of kernel hardening techniques such as kernel address space randomization (KASLR), because user software can try to execute random addresses in the kernel’s address space and rely on signals to regain control, and by observing the register state of the CPU or by observing other side effects, applications can attempt to reason about where the kernel maps its code and data within its address space.

Alternative solutions exist to support virtual memory for host user space applications in EL0 without relaxing this security feature, but require more invasive changes to Linux. One approach would be to simply not use the same page tables between the kernel and user space and maintain two page tables per process, one used by the host user space in EL0 and one used by the kernel in EL2. This solution would require additional synchronization mechanisms to make sure the two page tables always maintained a consistent view of a process address space between user space threads and the kernel. Another approach would be to not allow Linux to access user space pointers from within the kernel and instead require Linux to translate every user space virtual address into a kernel virtual address by walking the EL0 user space page tables in software from within the kernel on every user access such as read or write system calls that transfer data between user space processes and the kernel.

EL2/Linux may incur a higher TLB invalidation frequency because virtual memory accesses performed in EL2 are not tagged with an Address Space Identifier (ASID), which are used to distinguish different address space resolutions in the TLB to avoid having to invalidate TLB entries when changing address spaces, for example when switching between processes. While the kernel address space is shared for all processes, the kernel also some times accesses user space addresses when copying data between user space, for example when handling system calls. Such accesses should be tagged with the process ASID to ensure that TLB entries only match for the right process. Since memory accesses performed in EL2 are not associated with an ASID, we must invalidate all EL2 entries in the TLB when switching between processes. This does not affect TLB entries for memory accesses done by user space applications, as these still run in EL0 and all EL0 accesses still use ASIDs. We did not observe a slowdown in overall system performance as a result of this design, and estimate that for most virtualization workloads the effect will be minimal, but it could be substantial for other host workloads. Note that VHE hardware uses ASIDs in EL2 and does not have this limitation.

Finally, EL2/Linux uses an approach similar to x86 Linux to enable a single EL2 page table to mimic the behavior using two EL0/EL1 page tables. Instead of having separate page tables for user and kernel address spaces as is done in EL1, EL2/Linux splits a single address space so that half is for user space and the other half is for a shared kernel space among all processes. Similar to x86 Linux, EL2/Linux only maintains a single copy of the second level page tables for the kernel and points to these from the first level page table across all processes. ARM supports a maximum of 48 bits of contiguous virtual addresses, resulting in a maximum of 47 bits of address space for both the kernel and each user space process.

4 Hypervisor Redesign

While running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode is a key aspect of our approach, it turns out that this alone is insufficient to significantly improve virtualization performance, as we will show in Section 5. The hypervisor itself must also be redesigned to take advantage of not having to multiplex the same CPU mode between the hypervisor OS kernel and the VM. We redesigned KVM/ARM based on this insight. A key challenge was to do this in such a way that our modifications could be accepted by the Linux community,
which required also supporting legacy systems in which users may still choose to run the hypervisor OS kernel in EL1. We describe three techniques we used to redesign KVM/ARM’s execution flow to improve performance.

First, we redesigned KVM/ARM to avoid saving and restoring EL1 registers on every transition between a VM and the hypervisor. The original KVM/ARM had to save and restore EL1 state on every transition because EL1 was shared between a VM’s guest OS kernel and the hypervisor OS kernel. Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2 and does not use the EL1 state anymore, it can load the VM’s EL1 state into CPU registers when it runs the VM’s virtual CPU (VCPU) on the physical CPU for the first time. It does not have to save or modify this state again until it runs another VCPU or has to configure its EL1 runtime to run applications in host user space. This entails not only eliminating copying EL1 state to in-memory hypervisor data structures on each transition between a VM and the hypervisor, but also modifying KVM/ARM to directly access the physical CPU for the running VCPU’s EL1 register state since the hypervisor data structures may be out of date. To preserve backwards compatibility to also use KVM/ARM without Linux running in EL2, we keep track of whether a VCPU’s EL1 registers are loaded onto the physical CPU or stored in memory and direct accesses to EL1 registers in KVM/ARM to the appropriate location using access functions.

Second, we redesigned KVM/ARM to avoid enabling and disabling virtualization features on every transition between the VM and the hypervisor. The original KVM/ARM had to disable virtualization features when running the hypervisor OS kernel so it could have full access to the underlying hardware, but then enable virtualization features when running a VM so it only had restricted access to virtualized hardware. The configuration of virtualization features such as stage 2 translations, virtual interrupts, and traps on sensitive instructions only apply to software running in EL1 and EL0. Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2, it automatically has full access to the underlying hardware and the configuration of virtualization features do not apply to it. Instead, the virtualization features simply remain enabled for running VMs in EL1 and EL0, eliminating frequent writes to the group of special EL2 registers that configures the virtualization features. The only time the virtualization features need to be disabled is for running host user space applications and its supporting EL1 runtime, which happens relatively infrequently.

Third, we redesigned KVM/ARM to avoid the use of shared, intermediate data structures between EL1 and EL2. The original KVM/ARM using split-mode virtualization had to communicate across EL1 and EL2 modes via intermediate data structures mapped in both CPU modes because much of the hypervisor functionality was implemented in the hypervisor OS kernel running in EL1 but needed to have some aspect run in EL2 to program EL2 hardware. The hypervisor ends up processing data twice, once in EL1 which results in writing data to an intermediate data structure, and once in EL2 to process the intermediate data structure and program the hardware. Similarly, duplicative processing also happened when intermediate data structures were used to store EL2 state that needed to be read by the hypervisor OS kernel in EL1 but could only be read by the hypervisor in EL2. This complicates the code and results in many conditional statements. To make matters worse, since EL1 and EL2 run in separate address spaces, accessing the intermediate data structures can result in a TLB miss for both EL1 and EL2. Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2 together with the rest of KVM/ARM, there is no longer any need for these intermediate data structures. The previously separate logic to interact with the rest of the hypervisor OS kernel and to program or access the EL2 hardware can be combined into a single optimized step, resulting in improved performance.

A prime example of how eliminating the need for intermediate data structures helped was the virtual interrupt controller (VGIC) implementation, which is responsible for handling virtual interrupts for VMs. VGIC hardware state is only accessible and programmable in EL2, however hypervisor functionality pertaining to virtual interrupts relies on the hypervisor OS kernel, which ran in EL1 with the original KVM/ARM. Since it was not clear when running in EL2 what VGIC state would be needed in EL1, the original KVM/ARM would conservatively copy all of the VGIC state to intermediate data structures so it was accessible in EL1, so that, for example, EL1 could save the state to in-memory data structures if it was going to run another VM. Furthermore, the original KVM/ARM would identify any pending virtual interrupts but then could only write this information to an intermediate data structure, which then needed to be later accessed in EL2 to write them into the VGIC hardware.

Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2 together with the rest of KVM/ARM, the redesigned KVM/ARM no longer needs to conservatively copy all VGIC state to intermediate data structures, but can instead have the hypervisor kernel access VGIC state directly whenever needed. Furthermore, since the redesign simplified the execution flow, it became clear that some VGIC registers were never used by KVM and thus never needed to be copied, saved, or restored. It turns out that eliminating extra VGIC register accesses is very beneficial because VGIC register accesses are expensive. Similarly, since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2, there is no need to check for pending virtual interrupts in both EL1 and EL2. Instead these steps can be combined into a single optimized step that also writes them into the VGIC hardware as needed. As part of this redesign, it became clear that the common case that should be made fast is that there are no pending interrupts so only a single simple check should be required. We further optimized this step by avoiding the need to hold locks in the common case, which was harder to do with the original KVM/ARM code base that
had to synchronize access to intermediate data structures. To maintain backwards compatibility support for systems not running the hypervisor and its host OS kernel in EL2, while not adding additional runtime overhead from conditionally execution almost all operations in the run loop, we take advantage of the static key infrastructure in Linux. Static keys patch the instruction flow at runtime to avoid conditional branches, and instead replaces no-ops with unconditional branches when a certain feature is enabled. During initialization of KVM/ARM, we activate or deactivate the static branch depending on whether KVM/ARM runs in EL2 or EL1. For example, the run loop uses a static branch to decide if it should call the lowvisor to start switching to a VM in EL2, or if it should simply run the VM if the hypervisor is already running in EL2.

5 Experimental Results

We have successfully merged many of our implementation changes in redesigning KVM/ARM into the mainline Linux kernel, demonstrating the viability of our approach. Getting changes accepted into mainline Linux takes time, and as such, our improvements have been merged into mainline Linux over the course of Linux kernel versions v4.5 through v4.8, with remaining changes scheduled to be applied in upcoming kernel versions. We evaluate the performance of our new hypervisor design using both microbenchmarks and real application workloads on ARM server hardware. Since no VHE hardware is publicly available yet, we ran workloads on non-VHE ARM hardware using l2Linux. We expect that l2Linux provides a conservative but similar measure of performance to what we would expect to see with VHE since the critical hypervisor execution paths are almost identical between the two, and VHE does not introduce hardware features that would cause runtime overhead from the hardware. In this sense, these measurements provide the first quantitative evaluation of the benefits of VHE, and provide chip designers with useful experimental data to evaluate whether or not to support VHE in future silicon. We also verified the functionality and correctness of our VHE-based implementation on ARM software models supporting VHE. As a baseline for comparison, we also provide results using KVM on x86 server hardware.

ARM measurements were done using a 64-bit ARMv8 AMD Seattle (Rev.B0) server with 8 Cortex-A57 CPU cores, 16 GB of RAM, a 512 GB SATA3 HDD for storage, and an AMD 10 Gbe (AMD XGBE) NIC device. For benchmarks that involve a client interfacing with the ARM server, we ran the clients on an x86 machine with 24 Intel Xeon CPU 2.20 GHz cores and 96 GB RAM. The client and the server were connected using 10 Gbe and we made sure the interconnecting switch was not saturated during our measurements. x86 measurements were done using Dell PowerEdge r320 servers, each with a 64-bit Xeon 2.1 GHz E5-2450 with 8 physical CPU cores. Hyper-Threading was disabled on the r320 servers to provide a similar hardware configuration to the ARM servers. Each r320 node had 16 GB of RAM, 4 500 GB 7200 RPM SATA RAID5 HDs for storage, and a Dual-port Mellanox MX354A 10 Gbe NIC. For benchmarks that involve a client interfacing with the x86 server, we ran the clients on an identical x86 client. CloudLab [10] infrastructure was used for x86 measurements, which also provides isolated 10 Gbe interconnect between the client and server.

To provide comparable measurements, we kept the software environments across all hardware platforms and hypervisors the same as much as possible. KVM/ARM was configured with passthrough networking from the VM to an AMD XGBE NIC device using Linux’s VFIO direct device assignment framework. KVM on x86 was configured with passthrough networking from the VM to one of the physical functions of the Mellanox MX354A NIC. Following best practices, we configured KVM virtual block storage with cache=none. We configured power management features on both server platforms and ensured both platforms were running at full performance. All hosts and VMs used Ubuntu 14.04 with identical software configurations. The client machine used for workloads involving a client and server used the same configuration as the host and VM, but using Ubuntu’s default v3.19.0-25 Linux kernel.

We ran benchmarks on bare-metal machines and in VMs. Each physical or virtual machine instance used for running benchmarks was configured as a 4-way SMP with 12 GB of RAM to provide a common basis for comparison. This involved two configurations: (1) running natively on Linux capped at 4 cores and 12 GB RAM, (2) running in a VM using KVM with 8 physical cores and 16 GB RAM with the VM capped at 4 virtual CPUs (VCPUs) and 12 GB RAM. For network related benchmarks, the clients were run natively on Linux and configured to use the full hardware available.

To minimize measurement variability, we pinned each virtual CPU of the VM to a specific physical CPU (PCPU) and ensured that no other work was scheduled on that PCPU. We also statically allocated interrupts to a specific CPU, and for application workloads in VMs, the physical interrupts on the host system were assigned to a separate set of PCPs from those running the VCPUs.

We compare across Linux v4.5 and v4.8 on ARM to quantify the impact of our improvements, as the former does not contain any of them while the latter contains a subset of our changes merged into mainline Linux. To ensure that our results are not affected by other changes to Linux between the two versions, we ran both v4.5 and v4.8 Linux natively on both the ARM and x86 systems and compared the results and we found that there were no noticeable differences between these versions of Linux. For comparison purposes, we measured four different system configurations: ARM, ARM EL2, ARM EL2 OPT, and x86. ARM uses vanilla KVM/ARM in Linux v4.5, the kernel version before any of our imple-
We first ran various microbenchmarks as listed in Table 1, with direct access to the cycle counter. Table 2 shows the essential to obtain a significant performance improvement as redesigning the hypervisor to take advantage of this fact is quickly between the two modes, then the cost of low-level hypercalls which have the ability to quickly switch between the two modes without having to multiplex any state.

### 5.1 Microbenchmark Results

We first ran various microbenchmarks as listed in Table 1, which are part of the KVM unit test framework [23]. We slightly modified the test framework to measure the cost of virtual IPIs and to obtain cycle counts on the ARM platform to ensure detailed results by configuring the VM with direct access to the cycle counter. Table 2 shows the microbenchmark results. Measurements are shown in cycles instead of time to provide a useful comparison across server hardware with different CPU frequencies.

The Hypercall measurement quantifies the base cost of any operation where the hypervisor must service the VM. Since KVM handles hypercalls in the host OS kernel, this metric also represents the cost of transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor OS kernel. For Hypercall, the ARM EL2 OPT is a mere 12% of the ARM cost and roughly 50% of the x86 cost, measured in cycles. Comparing the ARM and ARM EL2 costs, we see that only running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM kernel does not by itself yield much improvement. Instead, redesigning the hypervisor to take advantage of this fact is essential to obtain a significant performance improvement as shown by the ARM EL2 OPT costs.

The I/O Kernel measurement quantifies the cost of I/O requests to devices supported by the hypervisor OS kernel. The cost consists of the base Hypercall cost plus doing some work in the hypervisor OS kernel. For I/O Kernel, the ARM EL2 OPT cost is only 20% of the original ARM cost because of the significant improvement in the Hypercall cost component of the overall I/O Kernel operation.

The I/O User measurement quantifies the cost of I/O requests that are handled by host user space. For I/O User, ARM EL2 OPT cost is only reduced to 76% of the ARM cost. The improvement is less in this case because our el2Linux implementation requires restoring the host’s EL1 state before returning to user space since running user applications in EL0 without VHE uses an EL1 runtime, as discussed in Section 3.2. However, returning to user space from executing the VM has always been known to be slow, as can also be seen with the x86 I/O User measurement in Table 2. Therefore, most hypervisor configurations do this very rarely. For example, the vhost configuration of virtio [25] paravirtualized I/O that is commonly used with KVM completely avoids going to host user space when doing I/O.

Finally, the Virtual IPI measurement quantifies the cost of issuing virtual IPIs (Inter Processor Interrupts), a frequent operation in multi-core OSes. It involves exits from both the sending VCPU and receiving VCPU. The sending VCPU exits because sending an IPI traps and is emulated by the underlying hypervisor. The receiving VCPU exits because it gets a physical interrupt which is handled by the hypervisor. For Virtual IPI, ARM EL2 OPT cost is only 19% of the original ARM cost because of the significant improvement in the Hypercall cost, which benefits both the sending and receiving VCPUs in terms of lower exit costs.

Our microbenchmark measurements show that our KVM/ARM redesign is roughly an order of magnitude faster than KVM/ARM’s legacy split-mode design in transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor. The ARM EL2 numbers show slight improvement over the ARM numbers, due to the removal of the double trap cost [14] introduced by split-mode virtualization. However, a key insight based on our implementation experience and these results is that only running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM kernel is insufficient to have much of a performance benefit, even on architectures like ARM which have the ability to quickly switch between the two separate CPU modes without having to multiplex any state. However, if the hypervisor is designed to take advantage of running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate mode, and the hardware provides the capabilities to do so and to switch quickly between the two modes, then the cost of low-level VM-to-hypervisor interactions can be much lower than on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microbenchmark</th>
<th>ARM</th>
<th>ARM EL2</th>
<th>ARM EL2 OPT</th>
<th>x86</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypercall</td>
<td>6,413</td>
<td>6,277</td>
<td>6,277</td>
<td>1,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Kernel</td>
<td>8,034</td>
<td>7,908</td>
<td>1,004</td>
<td>2,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O User</td>
<td>10,012</td>
<td>10,186</td>
<td>7,630</td>
<td>6,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual IPI</td>
<td>13,121</td>
<td>12,562</td>
<td>2,526</td>
<td>3,102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Microbenchmark Measurements (cycle counts)
We next ran a mix of widely-used CPU and I/O intensive ARM as there was little room for improvement. For example, original ARM incurs roughly 15% overhead for Apache while ARM EL2 OPT reduces that overhead by roughly 50% to 8% compared to native execution, which is even smaller than x86. Apache requires processing network interrupts and sending virtual IPIs, both of which benefit from the reduced hypercall cost for ARM EL2 OPT.

It is instructive to take a closer look at the various Netperf measurements, TCP_STREAM, TCP RR and TCP MAERTS, which show ARM EL2 OPT providing different performance improvements over original ARM and x86. Since we use passthrough to directly assign the network device to the VM, the primary source of overhead comes from interrupt handling because the VM can otherwise directly program the device without intervention from the hypervisor. The network devices used on both the ARM and x86 servers generate physical RX interrupts when receiving network data, which is the primary operation of TCP_STREAM and TCP RR. These physical interrupts are handled by VFIO in the host kernel and KVM must forward them as virtual interrupts to the VM, which results in execution overhead. The driver for the AMD XGBE NIC used in the ARM server frequently masks and unmasks interrupts for this device due to driver implementation details and support for NAPI, which switches between interrupt driven and polling mode for the VM network driver. On the other hand, the driver for the Mellanox NIC used in the x86 server does not enable and disable IRQs using the interrupt controller, but instead manages masking of interrupts at the device level, which avoids traps to the hypervisor for these operations because the device is directly assigned to the VM.

TCP_STREAM is a throughput benchmark and since

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kernbench</td>
<td>Compilation of the Linux 3.17.0 kernel using the allnoconfig for ARM using GCC 4.8.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackbench</td>
<td>hackbench. [24] using Unix domain sockets and 100 process groups running with 500 loops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netperf</td>
<td>netperf v2.6.0[22] starting netserver on the server and running with its default parameters on the client in three modes: TCP_STREAM, TCP_MAERTS, and TCP RR, measuring throughput and latency, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Apache v2.4.7 Web server with a remote client running ApacheBench [28] v2.3, which measures number of handled requests per second serving the 41 KB index file of the GCC 4.4 manual using 100 concurrent requests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>memcached v1.4.14 using the memtier benchmark v1.2.3 with its default parameters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Application Benchmarks

systems like x86, even though they have highly optimized VM Entry and Exit hardware mechanisms to multiplex a single CPU mode between the hypervisor and the VM.

5.2 Application Benchmark Results

We next ran a mix of widely-used CPU and I/O intensive application workloads as listed in Table 3. For workloads involving a client and a server, we ran the client on a dedicated machine and the server on the configuration being measured, ensuring that the client was never saturated during any of our experiments. Figure 2 shows the relative performance overhead of executing in a VM compared to native without virtualization.

We normalize measurements to native execution for the respective platform, with one being the same as native performance. ARM numbers are normalized to native execution on the ARM platform, and x86 numbers are normalized to native execution on the x86 platform. Lower numbers mean less overhead and therefore better overall performance. We focus on normalized overhead as opposed to absolute performance since our goal is to improve VM performance by reducing the overhead from intervention of the hypervisor and from switching between the VM and the hypervisor OS kernel.

Like the microbenchmark measurements in Section 5.1, the application workload measurements show that ARM EL2 performs similarly to ARM across all workloads, showing that running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM kernel without changing the hypervisor does not benefit performance much. The ARM EL2 OPT results, however, show significant improvements across a wide range of applications workloads.

For cases in which original ARM did not have much overhead, ARM EL2 OPT performs similarly to original ARM as there was little room for improvement. For example, Kembench runs mostly in user mode in the VM and seldom traps to the hypervisor, resulting in very low overhead on both ARM and x86. However, the greater the initial overhead for original ARM, the greater the performance improvement achieved with ARM EL2 OPT. For example, original ARM
x86 has fewer traps to the hypervisor than ARM due to these NIC differences, x86 has lower virtualization overhead than any ARM configuration, including ARM EL2 OPT. The same explanation applies to Memcached as well. The TCP RR workload is a latency measurement benchmark, which sends a single network packet back and forward between the client and the server in serial, and every single packet causes an interrupt for both ARM and x86, resulting in overhead on both platforms. Since ARM EL2 OPT has lower transition costs between the VM and hypervisor when comparing against either original ARM or x86, it also ends up having the lowest overhead for TCP RR. For both TCP STREAM and TCP RR, ARM EL2 OPT reduces the overhead of original ARM by approximately 50% as a result of the reduced cost of transitioning between the hypervisor OS kernel and the VM when masking and unmasking virtual interrupts, and when forwarding physical interrupts as virtual interrupts, respectively. TCP MAERTS shows almost no overhead for all configurations, because sending packets from the VM to the client generates almost no interrupts and the VMs can access the devices directly because of their passthrough device configuration.

6 Related Work

Virtualization on x86 started with software-only approaches [3, 7], but as virtualization became increasingly important, Intel introduced VMX hardware virtualization support to run VMs with unmodified guest OSes and eliminate the need for binary translation and CPU paravirtualization [29]. Initially, hypervisors using hardware virtualization support did not provide good performance [1], but as the hardware support matured and provided additional features like EPT, performance improved using VMX. Much other work has been also done on analyzing and improving the performance of x86 virtualization [27, 26, 2, 18, 9, 16, 19, 6], but none of these techniques addressed the core issue of the cost of sharing kernel mode across guest and hypervisor OS kernels.

Full-system virtualization of the ARM architecture in some ways mirrors the evolution of x86 virtualization. Early approaches were software only, could not run unmodified guest OSes, and often suffered from poor performance [20, 13, 15, 4]. As virtualization became increasingly important on ARM, ARM introduced hardware virtualization support to run VMs with unmodified guest OSes, but ARM took a very different approach to CPU virtualization that made it difficult to implement popular hypervisors such as KVM due to mismatches between the hardware support and assumptions about the software design [14]. As a result, ARM hypervisor implementations have much higher costs for many common VM operations than their x86 counterparts [12]. We show that by taking advantage of the additional CPU mode provided by ARM VE to run not only the hypervisor but also its OS kernel, in conjunction with a redesign of the hypervisor itself, it is possible to achieve superior VM performance on ARM versus x86.

7 Conclusions

Although ARM and x86 architectural support for virtualization are quite different, previous hypervisors across both architectures shared a common limitation: the need to share kernel mode state between the host OS kernel used by the hypervisor and guest OS kernels used in VMs. Our work shows for the first time how, with the proper architectural support and hypervisor design, the hypervisor and its OS kernel can be run in a separate CPU mode from VMs, avoiding the cost of multiplexing shared CPU state between the hypervisor and VMs. We show how this codesign of hardware and software support for virtualization can be used to reimplement an existing hypervisor, KVM/ARM, with evolutionary changes to the code base without requiring a clean slate implementation. This approach was essential in allowing us to merge many of our changes into mainline Linux. We show that our approach can be implemented using currently available ARM hardware, and that new hardware features in future ARM architecture versions can be used to support this approach without any changes to Linux other than to KVM/ARM itself. We show that our KVM/ARM redesign can provide an order of magnitude performance improvement over previous versions of KVM/ARM on key hypervisor operations. We also show that the combination of hardware and software virtualization support on ARM can provide roughly two times better performance than its counterpart on x86. Our results indicate that running the hypervisor and its hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VMs as possible on ARM can provide superior performance to x86 approaches because it allows for faster transitions between the hypervisor and VMs. As virtualization continues to be of importance, our work provides an important counterpart to x86 practices which we believe is instrumental in designing future virtualization support for new architectures.
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